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Considering an Aconcagua climb? This efficient book includes a hilarious day by day account

with detailed descriptions of the challenges facing a climber on Aconcagua, such as when to

wear your Crocs, which pop music divas to enjoy, and the challenges of pooping at high

altitude. Everything you need to know about what it's like to attempt to summit Aconcagua is

inside, served up on a tasty bed of humor.Join the author in taking on the adventure of a

lifetime without taking it too seriously.

“[A] propulsive, deeply felt tale of race and friendship.”—People“One of the fall’s most

anticipated titles, a buzzy novel that’s been making waves in book circles for months.”—

Entertainment Weekly“[An] emotional literary rollercoaster.”—The Washington Post"We Are

Not Like Them is a tender and unexpected way into our national debate about policing, by

centering an authentically drawn friendship between a black woman and a white woman who

find themselves, through no fault of their own, on opposite sides of the emotional fallout of a

police shooting. Through the story of this complicated female friendship, the sickness at the

center of our current state of policing is laid bare. Beautifully heartfelt, Christine Pride and Jo

Piazza's book finds hope in the friends' love for one another, that with understanding there may

be a way forward."—ATTICA LOCKE, New York Times bestselling author of Heaven, My

Home"We are Not Like Them, Christine Pride and Jo Piazza’s gripping novel, is a powerful

story about friendship, race, love, forgiveness, and justice—and the stunning ways they

intersect. You will find yourself reading late into the night, needing to know what happens to

best friends Riley and Jen, and simultaneously not wanting their story to end. Empathetic,

riveting, and authentic, We are Not Like Them will stay with you long after you turn the last

page."—LAURA DAVE, New York Times bestselling author of The Last Thing He Told Me“Now

these women, they can WRITE!”—TERRY MCMILLAN, New York Times bestselling author of

It’s Not All Downhill from Here“We Are Not Like Them is the best kind of book, one that

manages to educate readers as it entertains them. Riveting, timely and honest, this powerful

page-turner explores the complexity of friendship and race — and will stay with you long after

its stunning conclusion.”—GREER HENDRICKS, New York Times bestselling coauthor of The

Wife Between Us“Smart, heartfelt and compulsively readable, We Are Not Like Them is an

exquisite portrait of female friendship and a provocative exploration about race. Pride and

Piazza take us to uncomfortable places—in the best possible way—while capturing so much of

what we are all thinking and feeling about race. A sharp, timely, and soul-satisfying novel that is

sure to spark lively book club conversations worldwide.”—EMILY GIFFIN, New York Times

bestselling author of The Lies That Bind“A timely, evocative read about what tests us as

friends, as partners, and ultimately, as humans, and will have you rethinking your own

perspectives and experiences. A perfect read for 2021.”—ALLISON WINN SCOTCH,

bestselling author of Cleo McDougal Regrets Nothing“A searing, timely exploration of race in

America along the fault lines of a friendship. We Are Not Like Them holds a mirror up to all of

us in this soul-stirring tale of honesty, love, and redemption.”—NANCY JOHNSON, author of

The Kindest Lie“From its heartbreaking first page to its very last one, I was completely

immersed in and changed by this important novel. Uniquely told by two writers, one black and

one white, who themselves know the painful complexities of race and friendship, We Are Not

Like Them is a moving page-turner that is not easily forgotten. I read this in one sitting and I’m



still thinking about this book.”—LAURA ZIGMAN, author of Separation Anxiety“With We Are

Not Like Them, Christine Pride and Jo Piazza have written a captivating, urgent, yet tender

novel about how the world so often has its way with our family and friendships. Read this book

with a friend.”—DE’SHAWN CHARLES WINSLOW, author of In West Mills"Coauthors Pride

and Piazza explore how the sanctity of childhood friendship can be questioned and corrupted

well into adulthood, and how violent racial injustice is ubiquitous in American life. We Are Not

Like Them is spellbinding from cover to cover."—Booklist (starred)“Blistering and incisive. . .

This character-driven novel ought to spark much discussion.”—Publishers Weekly“With its

timely premise, clear-cut messages, and appealing female characters, this novel is bound for

book-club glory.”—Kirkus Reviews“We Are Not Like Them is ultimately about the inherently

hopeful act of having grace when the people we love make mistakes—even terrible ones. This

is an excellent book club selection or a starting point for interracial friend groups or families to

talk candidly about race.”—BookPage (starred)“A powerful, timely tale.”—PeopleAbout the

AuthorChristine Pride is a writer, editor, and longtime publishing veteran. She’s held editorial

posts at many different trade imprints, including Doubleday, Broadway, Crown, Hyperion, and

Simon & Schuster. As an editor, Christine has published a range of books, with a special

emphasis on inspirational stories and memoirs, including numerous New York

Times bestsellers. As a freelance editorial consultant, she does select editing and proposal/

content development, as well as teaching and coaching, and pens a regular column—“Race

Matters”—for Cup of Jo. She lives in New York City.Jo Piazza is a bestselling author, podcast

creator, and award-winning journalist. She is the national and international bestselling author of

many critically acclaimed novels and nonfiction books including We Are Not Like

Them, Charlotte Walsh Likes to Win, The Knockoff, and How to Be Married. Her work has been

published in ten languages in twelve countries and four of her books have been optioned for

film and television. A former editor, columnist, and travel writer with Yahoo, Current TV, and

the Daily News (New York), her work has also appeared in The Wall Street Journal, The New

York Times, New York magazine, Glamour, Elle, Time, Marie Claire, The Daily Beast,

and Slate. She holds an undergraduate degree from the University of Pennsylvania in

economics and communication, a master’s in journalism from Columbia University, and a

master’s in religious studies from New York University. An Ebook Tops Best Book of October

2021: This timely novel, told from alternating points of view, will be a hit with book clubs. Jen

and Riley have been friends since childhood, and although their adult lives are very different,

they remain close. Jen is married to a police officer, and after years of trying, is finally

pregnant. She’s also white, as is her husband. Riley is a successful broadcast journalist who is

on the path to becoming one of the first Black female anchors in Philadelphia. Then Jen’s

husband is involved in the shooting of an unarmed Black teenager, and in a career-making

opportunity, Riley covers the story for her station. Jen and Riley’s friendship, which had always

felt color blind to Jen, is tested as both deal with the tragedy in very different and very personal

ways. Co-written by two authors—one of whom is Black and one of whom is white—We Are

Not Like Them tackles tough issues like race, brutality, and class with unflinching honesty and

empathy. —Sarah Gelman, Ebook Tops Editor --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition

edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Chapter One: Riley Chapter

One RILEYYou can’t trust white people. My grandmother’s voice is in my head out of nowhere,

her Alabama lilt still honey-thick despite almost a lifetime of living in Philadelphia. I swear I can

even feel her hot breath in my ear. It’s been happening more and more lately, ever since Gigi

passed out two weeks ago on her faded corduroy La-Z-Boy, where she faithfully watched

Judge Mathis every afternoon. She may be over at Mercy Hospital on round-the-clock dialysis,



with a prognosis the doctors call “grim,” but she’s also in my ear with her no-nonsense advice

and favorite sayings on random rotation. Always keep some “runnin’?” money in your

pocketbook. Don’t kiss a man with dainty fingers. Never drink more than two glasses of brown

liquor. Sometimes she’s a little more direct, like this morning when I stopped by the hospital

and she clucked, Baby girl, that skirt’s a little short, ain’t it?I glance down at my skirt, which

probably is a little short for work. I tug at my hem, then force it all out of my mind and bust

through the station’s double doors, as giddy as a kid playing hooky. Back upstairs, everyone is

still in the middle of the 6 p.m. broadcast. For the first time in weeks, I was able to arrange it so

I don’t have a package running or a live shot so I could leave at a decent hour and finally meet

up with Jen. I’m still running twenty minutes late though. I pull out my phone to text her that I’m

on my way and see she’s beaten me to the punch.You’re even pushing CP time. Get over here

already!Funny, Jen… real funny. I roll my eyes, amused. Why did I let her in on the concept of

“colored people” time?I wait at the WALK sign at the corner, in the shadow of a giant billboard

featuring the KYX Action News anchor team. As I look up at Candace Dyson’s face, the size of

a small planet, the gloss of her toothy grin catching the setting sun, the usual thought runs

through my head: One day. Candace was the first Black weeknight anchor at KYX. I idolized

her growing up and told her as much on my first day of work five months ago. “I loved watching

you as a kid. I dressed up like you for two straight Halloweens,” I gushed.Instead of her being

flattered, I was met with a chill that still hasn’t thawed despite my repeated attempts to

ingratiate myself. Maybe she could sense how badly I wanted her chair. Maybe she sees me as

a threat. Maybe I am.When the light finally turns, I charge across the street, beads of sweat

dripping down the back of my neck, my hair getting frizzier and frizzier by the second in the

steamy humidity. It’s almost seventy degrees, which is just plain wrong considering it’s a week

into December. It feels like I’m back in Birmingham, which makes me shudder despite the

heat.I bound through the entrance and slam into a throng of happy-hour revelers—a sea of

Crayola-colored J.Crew sheath dresses and blue button-downs. I only suggested this place

because it was close to the station, but I’m barely through the door before the crowd, the faux-

farmhouse decor, the waitstaff in plaid suspenders, all combine to radiate an instantly irritating

pretension.Not long ago this street was all liquor stores and check-cashing places, the kind of

block a woman knew better than to walk down after dark. It’s like this now all over the city;

gentrification creeping into every corner, as relentless as water finding its way through every

crack, the grit and grime replaced by sleek lofts and craft breweries. I barely recognize my

hometown.It’s the same feeling when I spot Jen sitting at the bar. It takes me several double

takes to recognize my oldest friend. She’s chopped off her long hair so it ends right at her chin.

In the three decades I’ve known her, she’s never once had short hair. She looks like a stranger.

Without even quite meaning to, I edit the scene to a more familiar sight—Jen’s long dirty-blond

hair, streaming down her back, smelling like the lavender Herbal Essences shampoo she’s

faithfully used since middle school. She and I haven’t seen each other as much as we

promised we would when I moved home, and it’s all my fault, the new job has consumed me,

but seeing her now, I’m hit with a rush of love. Jenny.I stop to watch her for a moment, a habit

from when we were little girls. Back then, I thought if I studied her enough, I could train myself

to be more like her—breezy, outgoing, fearless. But that never happened—turns out you don’t

outgrow yourself.Jen leans into the man sitting next to her, whispers something to him, playfully

slaps his thigh, and then laughs so loudly other people look over. He’s mesmerized, basking in

the attention like a fat lizard on a sun-soaked rock. This is what Jen does, draws you in and

makes you believe there’s something uniquely interesting about you, even when you’re

completely ordinary and boring, prying personal information from you that you aren’t even sure



why you’re sharing. She probably already knows whether he gets along with his mother, the

last time he cried, and what he’d rather be doing with his life besides going to happy hour at

pretentious gastropubs. It’s her gift, her aggressive friendliness, and it’s why it was always Jen

who charged into parties, or the first day of school, or the first track meet, with me trailing

behind, counting on her to be our emissary, to make friends for the both of us. It was easy for

Jen, who, unlike me, fits in everywhere, with everyone.And though she’s not classically pretty—

she once joked that she was “trailer-trash hot… a poor man’s Gwyneth Paltrow”—men have

always been drawn to her. Like this guy who’s now leaning a little too close despite Jen’s

wedding ring I can see even from here. Not to mention his.I take a few steps in her direction

and stop short when Jen turns ever so slightly. There, poking out from her black tunic, her

round stomach. Like the hair, this startles me, though it shouldn’t. The last time I saw her, for

brunch right before Halloween, she wasn’t really showing. Seeing her belly now, almost as big

as the soccer balls we used to put under our shirts when we were little to pretend we were

pregnant, makes it all too real. This pregnancy may not have even happened without my help,

but I’m still getting used to the idea that Jen is having a baby. As if sensing me, Jen turns

around and shouts, “Leroya Wilson, get your butt over here!”I’m startled hearing my given

name, which I stopped using years ago and for a second I wonder why she’s yelling it across a

crowded bar. Then I see the look on her face and can tell she’s offering it as a term of

endearment, a signal of our connection. I knew you when. It’s funny that I can’t even remember

exactly how I came up with my new name, but I do remember how emphatic I was about

changing it. It was after a field trip to the news station in eighth grade. Standing in the control

room, watching the energy and action of live news, seeing Candace sitting at the anchor desk

with her stiff helmet of curls and her Fashion Fair coral lipstick, gave birth to a dream.I leaned

over and whispered to Jen right then and there. “I’m gonna be her, Jenny. I’m going to be the

next Candace Dyson.”For weeks after, I spent every day after school staring in the bathroom

mirror, wearing the plaid blazer Momma had bought me for mock trial and a mouthful of metal

braces, practicing my sign-off. “This is Leroya Wilson, for Action Five News.” But it never felt

quite right. It was rare enough to see someone on TV who looked like me, and when they did,

they definitely didn’t have a name like Leroya. And so I became Riley.By the time I’ve elbowed

my way to the bar, Jenny is standing, waiting to greet me.“Whoa, mama!”“I’m huge, right?” Jen

arches her back and cups a hand under the bump to exaggerate its size.“Well, I meant your

hair!”“Oh yeah! Surprise! I did it last week. I wanted something shorter and easier, but not a

mom cut.” Her hand floats up from her stomach to run through what’s left of her hair. “It doesn’t

look like a mom cut, right?”“No, not at all,” I lie. “It’s very chic. Come here.” I pull Jen into a hug

and flinch a little at the odd sensation of her hard belly pushing against mine. When I press my

face into her hair, the familiar smell of lavender is so strong I can taste it. The nostalgia is like a

warm blanket. Thank God I didn’t cancel. It had crossed my mind more than once today, but

standing here in Jen’s embrace and a haze of memories, the stress about Gigi, work, my never-

ending to-do list, the exhaustion—all of it recedes and there is only Jenny, exactly what I

needed. I’m already more relaxed knowing that for the next few hours I don’t have to try so

hard or impress anyone. Sometimes you just need to be around someone who loved you

before you were a fully formed person. It’s like finding your favorite sweatshirt in the back of the

closet, the one you forgot why you stopped wearing and once you find it again you sleep in it

every night.The press of Jen’s belly against mine does remind me of one thing I need to do:

call Cookie back. I’m supposed to be cohosting Jen’s baby shower with her mother-in-law, a

brunch on New Year’s Day, and Cookie has left me three messages this week. But every time I

pick up the phone to call her back, I find a reason to procrastinate. Mainly because Cookie—a



woman who uses “scrapbook” as a verb, constantly references her Pinterest boards, and refers

to Chip and Joanna Gaines by their first names—keeps saying things like, “It’s the Year of the

Baby!” as if “Year of the Baby” is a thing people say. Her last voice mail was an agonized two-

minute monologue about what color balloons we should get, since Jenny “refuses” to find out

the sex.“Isn’t it so selfish that she won’t find out?” Cookie asked in the recorded rant.Well,

maybe it’s selfish for you to demand to know, Cookie. It’s what I want to tell her, but of course I

won’t. My tongue may well fall out with all the times I’m going to have to bite it with her. I guess

that’s the price I’ll have to pay, because Jenny deserves a fun shower, and if the tables were

turned, I know Jen would be on the phone with my mom every night trying to convince her that

rum punch served in baby bottles would be hysterical!If there’s one thing Jen loves it’s a party,

but she also always goes out of her way to be thoughtful, which makes you feel adored when it

doesn’t make you feel undeserving.Case in point: The day I moved back from Birmingham this

summer, anxious and bone-tired from driving thirteen hours straight, there was Jen bounding

out of the coffee shop next to my new building, where she’d been waiting for me to arrive for

who knows how long. Her hands were full with not one but two housewarming gifts—a spiky

houseplant and an eight-by-ten framed picture of us from when we were kids.“You can’t kill a

succulent,” she insisted, hugging me tightly before thrusting it into my arms.I did kill the plant in

record time, but the picture is still there on my mantel. It’s one of my favorites, taken when we

were six or seven. We’d spent the afternoon running through the Logan Square fountain with a

hundred other sun-drunk kids and the camera caught us lying on the wet cement, side by side

in matching pink polka-dot bikinis, clutching each other’s hands.While we waited for the super

to get my new keys, we sat on the curb in the sticky heat. Jenny reached out to wipe my face.

“You’re here,” she said.I hadn’t even realized I was crying. I was just so… happy, or maybe it

was more relieved. After everything that had happened over the last year, my fresh start was

real. Sitting there together on the warm concrete, it was one of those rare times when, for a

brief, glorious moment, the pieces in your life fall into place. I was home.Jenny gestures now

toward two stools to her left. “Here, sit.” She removes the denim jacket she’d spread across the

top, oblivious that the man next to her is irritated to have been so abruptly robbed of her

attention. She’s already forgotten him. “I saved three seats. One for you and two for my fat

ass.”“You wish you had a fat ass,” I joke. “You look great; you’re glowing,” I tell her.“You too. But

you always look camera-ready, so no surprise there. Your bangs are growing out. That’s good.”

She reaches over to touch them. Jenny is the only white woman in the world I would let get

away with that. Or talk me into cutting bangs.“You know, I used to think you were such a weirdo

for getting annoyed when people want to touch your hair, but now that I’ve got this”—she

places a hand on either side of her stomach—“I get it now. I’m like Aladdin’s lamp. No one

asks. They just rub.”It isn’t the same thing at all, but I let it go.I finger my bangs, which look

even frizzier next to Jen’s smooth bob, which is now starting to grow on me. “So why did you

talk me into this again? Chopping these two days before a brand-new job?”“I know. My bad. We

thought it would be very Kerry Washington in season two of Scandal.”“Yeah, but it ended up

more like Kim Fields in The Facts of Life. All I need is roller skates.”“This’ll make it all better,

Tootie.” Jenny slides over one of the sweating glasses. She doesn’t need to tell me it’s a vodka

tonic.“That’s why I love you.” A long sip sends the cool liquid flooding into my stomach,

reminding me that, once again, I’ve gone the whole day without finding time to eat.“I’m jealous.”

Jenny raises her glass. “Ginger ale for me.”“Oh, come on, have a glass of wine with me,” I beg

her, because it’s not as much fun to drink alone. Now that I’m here, all I want is to get buzzed

with my oldest friend.Jenny looks down and clutches her belly protectively. I feel like I’m

intruding on something private.“I don’t want to chance it, Rye.”I shouldn’t have suggested the



wine. Not after all those years of trying, then the miscarriages, and all those rounds of IVF. Jen

shakes her head. “I just can’t.”“I understand.” It’s true, I do, but the role reversal is ironic given

that it’s been Jen’s mission all these years to loosen me up, to get me to “live a little.”I make a

show of downing another gulp. “Then I’ll have to drink for the both of us.”“I’m so glad you’re

here. God, I’ve missed you so much!” Jen grabs my hands as soon as I set down my drink.I

don’t know why I’m suddenly self-conscious in the face of her effusive affection—and guilty too.

“I’m sorry I’ve been so MIA. Work’s been brutal.”Even with a top-of-the-line “miracle” concealer,

I can see the dark circles and deep lines around my eyes in the long beveled mirror above the

bar making me look closer to forty than thirty. So much for Black don’t crack. Clearly, the twelve-

hour days, the six to ten packages I’m producing a week, and the almost nightly live shots are

taking their toll. It’s the work of three people, but I’m used to that by now. You gotta work twice

as hard to get half as far as them, baby girl. It was a mantra most Black kids were all too

familiar with, as ubiquitous as reminders to lotion up ashy knees.“No worries, I get it. And

you’re totally killing it. I loved your story last night on how the city needs to invest more money

in the West Philly school lunch program. I had no idea how many kids went without lunch every

day because they couldn’t afford it.”“You caught that?” It had taken several weeks to convince

my boss, Scotty, the news director, to let me do the piece, and then when all the positive

emails started rolling in, he’d conveniently forgotten that he’d said, “Not sure anyone’s going to

care, Wilson.”“Are you kidding me? Of course I did. I always catch your broadcasts, Rye! You’re

the only reason I watch the crappy local news. And soon you’re gonna be anchor!” Jen raises

her soda and clinks my glass so hard I’m worried she cracked it.“We’ll see.” I half-heartedly

toast, scared that I’m going to jinx it somehow. Don’t go counting your chickens before they

hatch. Jen was the first and only person I’d told when I heard Candace might be retiring soon. I

always assumed Candace was the type to be carried out of the studio in a coffin, but sure

enough, when Scotty took me to lunch last month, he confirmed the rumors that she may

“soon be exploring other opportunities,” and that he’d probably be looking for someone

“internal” to replace her. It was clear from the way he said it that she, a woman just past sixty,

was being pushed out after more than two decades at the station. I should have been outraged

by that, but I was too focused on what it could mean for me—a chance at the anchor desk.

Given that I’ve only been at the station a few months, it’s a long shot, but ever since Scotty

dangled it as a possibility, it’s a shiny prize that I’m reaching for, greedy as a grubby-handed

toddler grabbing for candy. The more Jen acts like it’s a done deal though, the more anxious I

feel about the fact that it might not happen.“Trust me, it’ll happen,” Jen continues. “I know it.

Anchor by forty! Right? You always said that was the goal. You’re gonna get the job, and your

bangs are gonna be a mile high on that billboard. You’ll be so famous, and then I can tell

everyone that I knew you when you used to practice French kissing on a pillowcase with Taye

Diggs’s face on it.” She looks down and rubs both hands over her belly again. “It’s all happening

for us, Rye. All the things.”“God, remember how many games of MASH we used to play? I feel

like I was somehow always living in a shack with Cole Bryant from algebra.”“OMG, you would

have been thrilled to live in a shack with Cole. You loved his dirty drawers!”It’s funny to think of

just how many hours—endless—that Jen and I devoted to imagining our future lives: where we

would live, what we would do, who we would love, how many kids we would have. All we

wanted was for our lives to hurry up and happen already. And now here we are. It was

supposed to be the happily-ever-after part; --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition

edition.Read more
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How to Mount AconcaguaA Mostly Serious Guide to Climbing the Tallest Mountain Outside the

HimalayasJim HodgsonCopyright © 2013 Jim HodgsonAll rights reserved. All bats preserved.

All blights be-swerved.: 1490412573: 978-1490412573DEDICATIONThis book is dedicated to

my grandfather, Robert William Bryant. His shotgun and his watch are both now mine. I hope

someday his quiet strength will be as well.I miss you, Grandpa.CONTENTSNamesi1Why

Aconcagua?12Day The First, a.k.a. Day 193Thou Shall Not Count to 2134Excepting That

Thou Then Proceed to 3"�5Thank You for Reading This Book. I Mean it. (4)3165 is Right

Out387On Day 6 We Avoided Obvious List Jokes418On Day 7, the Heath Beavers Came449A

group of 8 Heath Beavers is a “Sausage”47101112131415Typing “9” is Lazy German for

“No”10 is Binary for “I’m a Nerd”On Day 11, the Jokes Ran OutSummit Day Finally Oh My

GodDescendingAppendix505355576878NAMESI have changed everyone’s names in this

account because using real names is a legal no-no, even if you say nice things about the

names you include. Such is the world in which we live.1 WHY ACONCAGUA?Geography lies.

For example, a continent is defined by Webster’s dictionary as “…great divisions of land on the

globe,” and there are seven of them: Asia, Europe, Australia, North America, South America,

Africa, and Antarctica. But geographers and scientists say there are only six continents,

because calling Europe and Asia separate just because mountains run between them is like a

married man calling himself single merely because he’s sick of his wife. Let’s face it, though—

Europe can be like that sometimes.As long as we’re getting technical, North America and

South America were also a continuous expanse of land until a French diplomat named

Ferdinand de Lesseps came along in 1881 and began digging a canal across the thinnest part,

called an “isthmus.” De Lesseps was flush with success, having recently dug the Suez Canal in

Egypt, and spirits were high. The idea of the Panama project had been floating around for quite

some time—even advocated by Benjamin Franklin and Thomas Jefferson—but the French

project sputtered and failed. Nearly 100 years later, the United States assumed and completed

work on the Panama Canal, taking much of that time to compose palindromes about it.I explain

this about the continents because mountaineers, in defiance of their geographer and scientist

counterparts, agree that there are seven continents, even though a strong case could be made

for six, or even five. They do this thanks partly to a man named Richard Bass, who was born in

an ancient time (1929) when being called “Dick” was not a judgment of any kind on one’s

demeanor. Bass, himself a Yale University geology graduate, opened a ski resort in 1971. The

resort prospered. According to an oft-repeated but ill-cited quote from Bass, that prosperity

was due to his own “blanket curiosity, nonstop verbosity, and hyperenthusiasm.”“I’m thinking

about going skiing today,” one of his resort guests may very well have said.“You’d better damn

well get out there and ski like your life depends on it! Rarrrgh!” Dick Bass may very well have

exclaimed, leaping onto a nearby table and hyperenthusiastically tearing open his

shirt.Prosperous and enthusiastic Dick Bass, along with his buddy Frank Wells, who was

himself a prosperous president of Warner Brothers Studios at the time, concocted a plan to

summit the highest peaks on each of the seven continents. According to their book about the

adventure, The Seven Summits, Bass had the idea to climb all seven peaks while descending

Alaska’s Denali after a successful summit.Actually, in The Seven Summits, Bass called the

mountain by its more commonly known name, “Mount McKinley,” which it acquired when miner

William Dickey wrote a newspaper article in the New York Sun describing how he “discovered”

the peak in 1897. He chose the name McKinley after then-presidential-hopeful William

McKinley of Ohio. Dickey chose this name for no reason other than he was himself a



conservative who wanted McKinley to win. I don’t personally have any mountains, but I wonder

how I would like it if someone came along and renamed one of my little nieces after some

presidential candidate. Dickey was not at all bothered that presidential hopeful McKinley never

even set foot in Alaska in his life, let alone laid eyes on Denali. Also problematic is that the

mountain had already long since been discovered centuries ago by the native Alaskans who

lived nearby. They called it “Denali,” which means “the high one” in their language. Things get a

bit complicated from there, because McKinley was shot and killed in Buffalo in 1901 while

president. That’s a tragedy in anyone’s book, one that should be remembered forever—just not

as a mountain’s name.Even now, in the year 2013, Alaskans such as Sen. Lisa Murkowski, R-

AK, are fighting Ohioans over the right to let their mountain go back to the name it had before

white people showed up and started “discovering” things natives already knew about.

Congressman Ralph Regula, R-OH, led opposition to the name change until he retired in 2009,

but the pressure to keep Denali McKinley is still alive and well. Recently, Rep. Tim Ryan, D-OH,

said that the name McKinley must be retained “in order to honor the legacy of this great

American President and patriot." Of course, Rep. Ryan is right that we should remember the

legacy of President McKinley. He was, after all, our 25th president, which I believe makes him

the silver president, but is he really in any danger of being forgotten? I mean, he did lead the

United States to victory in the Spanish-American war. He did get elected president. It’s not as

though having his name slapped on Denali is the only thing keeping his memory alive. In fact, I

think keeping his name on Denali is pretty dumb, so I call that particular mountain

Denali.Richard Bass and Frank Wells weren’t troubled by any of these disputes, however, living

as they were in the halcyon days of the early 1980s. Their list of seven summits included

Kosciuszko (2228 meters) in Australia, Elbrus (5,642 meters) in Russia, Vinson Massif (4,892

meters) in Antarctica, Everest (8,848 meters) in Nepal and China, Denali (6,194 meters) in the

United States, Kilimanjaro (5,895 meters) in Tanzania, and Aconcagua (6961 meters) in

Argentina.There is another list, called the Messner list after its creator, famed alpinist Reinhold

Messner. An “alpinist” is another word for mountaineer, and Messner is certainly one of those.

In 1980 he was the first to summit Everest without the use of supplementary oxygen. The

Independent, a newspaper in the United Kingdom, called him “the greatest climber in history”

in 2006. He’s climbed everything worth climbing, and was the first to summit many of the

world’s highest peaks. He’s crossed deserts, trekked across Greenland, and spent time

tracking the yeti, or abominable snowman. He even claims to have seen a yeti in his book, My

Quest for the Yeti, though he was not able to produce any solid proof of the encounter. Yetis

aside, he’s unquestionably a mountaineer’s mountaineer.The Messner list includes the

Carstensz Pyramid (4,884m) in Indonesia instead of Kosciuszko. Messner felt that the

Carstensz Pyramid should be on the list instead of Kosciuszko simply because it is taller. To

get to the top, a climber has to actually climb, whereas summiting Kosciuszko, with its very low

altitude and nicely paved path to the top, is within the capabilities of a determined house cat.

Still, Bass and Wells preferred the slightly more geographically correct Kosciuszko.I should say

at this point that I will be expressing height in meters because that’s how it’s done in

mountaineering. If you want to convert to feet, multiply the meters by 3.3, or 3.2808399 if you

want to be super technical about it. Realize, however, that if you must make any conversion

from metric to imperial units and there are people from countries other than America around,

they are likely to huff at you. For example, a few days into our trip I wondered aloud what the

temperature would be at the summit. “Negative tree or four,” responded Irishman Darragh,

fellow climbing party member. He was a professional guide himself, climbing Aconcagua on

vacation from his usual gig in the Alps. Apparently, years ago, Darragh left the military and



decided that civilian life wasn’t for him, so he set about trying to keep clients from tumbling off

Europe’s peaks instead.“Three or four C?” I asked. “What’s that in F?”“Fookin Americans,” he

responded.My friend Mark and I climbed Kilimanjaro together in 2010 via the Lemosho route.

That trip remains far and away the most enjoyment I have ever received for dollars spent in my

life. Since we enjoyed Kili so much — once you’ve summited a mountain you’re allowed to

address it by a nickname — and since it’s on both the Bass and Messner lists, we thought we

might like to try another of the seven: Aconcagua. It has many similar qualities to Kilimanjaro

without being nearly as expensive, time-consuming, or lethal as some of the more challenging

peaks.All of the other summits have troublesome challenges. For example, Denali is known to

be very, very cold. Climbers who attempt to summit Denali wear 50- to 60-pound packs in

addition to a 30-pound sled that they drag behind themselves. I say Rudolph the red-nosed no

thanks. Elbrus is in Russia, and while it isn’t very tall, I am told that the support structure for

climbing parties is iffy at best. I’ve also heard that they have some very enthusiastic local

gangs. Everest is prohibitively expensive and time-consuming. Expeditions can run upwards of

$60,000 and can take months, plus climbers are in constant danger of being shoved off the

mountain by a yak. I am not making that up about the yaks, by the way. Vinson Massif isn’t

terribly tall, but it is in the middle of Antarctica, which is our planet’s impenetrable icy

underpants. The Carstensz Pyramid requires a lot of ropes and scrambling over jagged rocks.

Sounds to me like a great way to skin a knee.Aconcagua, on the other hand, is high, but non-

technical. When I use the term “technical,” it is to denote the use of equipment and techniques

which require skills to safely employ. Skills, to be perfectly honest, that Mark and I did not have

at the time. Aconcagua is also located in Argentina, in the Andes mountain range, which was

formed as the South American Tectonic Plate shifted into the Pacific Plate. Situated as it is in

Argentina, it is very close to the famous wine-drinking and beef-chorizo-eating city of Mendoza.

Good luck getting yourself a decent latte in Antarctica or the high Himalayas, let alone a

delicious Malbec. I mean, we’re interested in adventure, but there are limits.Thus, the choice

was made. Aconcagua it would be. We decided too late for the nearest climbing season,

though, in the fall of 2011, so we had to wait a full year until December 2012 to set off. In that

time we read books, web pages, and message boards and used the knowledge gained there to

purchase a truly staggering amount of cold weather gear. We also “trained” for the climb. I use

quotes because while we did walk many times up local mountains with weighted packs on our

backs, physical effort at sea level and at altitude are very different propositions. Our home in

Atlanta, Georgia has two mountains close by, Kennesaw Mountain (551 meters) and Stone

Mountain (251 meters), but if either were in the Andes near Aconcagua they would surely not

have names. They’d just be “that hill over there” and “that other one.” Still, we walked up and

down Kennesaw and Stone Mountain quite a lot with weighted packs and pouring

sweat.Fitness is important, but altitude sickness is the biggest obstacle facing any would-be

Aconcagua climber. It is impossible to predict how severe altitude sickness will be from person

to person, or even from trip to trip for the same person. It’s kind of like being in a room with a

very temperamental yeti. It might take a nap, or it might leap on you and tear you to ribbons.

There’s no way to know until it’s too late.Now you know some hard details about why we chose

Aconcagua, but why, in a philosophical sense, would anyone want to go to high altitude in the

first place? Why do any of this? Aconcagua is tall and there’s very little oxygen at the top of it.

It’s a lot of work. Maybe too much, but then, a lot of things are hard. Being alone is hard. Losing

someone is hard. What am I going to think with my last thought, I wonder? Will it be something

like “Oh shit, this is it,” or something self-conscious like “Augh! My socks don’t match and the

EMTs are judging me”? If I’m honest, it’ll probably be more like “I wish I’d done more.” When I



think about life ending, I think it might be a lot like leaving a party early.I am lucky. My legs

work. My lungs work. Don’t I have a duty,given that I have those resources, to use them? Don’t

I have a duty to the people who are no longer with us to run as far and climb as high as I can? I

think so. I mean, like I said before, there are limits. I tend to stay away from some more

dangerous pastimes, even though they are seriously fun, because I know that I will go wrong at

some point. I have good balance, but going wrong is a statistical eventuality in my view. That’s

why I have to be careful not to spend too much time on motorcycles. It’s a shame, because

they are pretty much the most fun things ever, but I’ve got a number of permanent injuries just

from bicycle wrecks. I can’t ride a bike anywhere nearly as fast as I can drive a motorcycle. You

won’t catch me base jumping or in a wingsuit either, though I’m sure those activities are mind-

blowing.Being uncomfortable on a mountain has benefits. It puts daily life into perspective. I

look around at my nice warm apartment with the sun angling through the blinds and I feel lucky

to be here. Would I ever have that thought if I didn’t spend at least a little time each year being

profoundly uncomfortable? I think probably not. Mind you, Aconcagua is not the tallest or the

toughest mountain in the world. It isn’t very technical, either, but then, I am not a mountaineer. I

am a writer who likes going outside and then making jokes about it.2 Day ONEA van carried us

from our hotel in Penitentes, ski resort and nearest town to Aconcagua, to the park. The resort

was a bit strange, although staffed by some very kind people. It had a bit of a “The Shining” feel

to it, architecturally, but it was comfortable enough. We’d divided our gear up into two duffel

bags: one to be taken by the mules to base camp, and the other to stay closer to us. We

divided up our gear like this because a lot of it isn’t necessary until we reach the higher camps,

so it might as well get trundled up to base camp on a mule train.A few of the guys weighed

themselves for comparison purposes, planning to step on the scales again when we returned

from the mountain to see how much weight they’d lost. I was so busy fretting over what gear to

put in which duffel bag I missed this little ritual.At the park, our head guide Sebastian, or “Seb”

for short, handled some transactions with the park rangers helped by second guide Nicolas, or

“Nico.” We’d gone through some confusing money changing and permit purchasing back in

Mendoza to obtain the privilege of entering. This process required us to exchange $700 or so

into Argentinian pesos. It’s a lot cheaper to enter the park early or late in the season, but then

you’re more likely to freeze your butt off.At the park’s entrance, the wind gusted quite

enthusiastically, perhaps even reaching Dick Bass levels. We could see the white peak of

Aconcagua from the parking lot. It looked closer than two weeks away, like we could just trot to

the top and be back for beef chorizo and Malbecs by nightfall. The speed record for a summit

attempt is said to be less than a day, but no good records are kept and there’s a lot of arguing

about who has proof of what. Rest assured, it took us much longer than a day.Once we’d

unloaded the van and shouldered our packs, we set off. I found myself walking next to Darragh

the Irish mountain guide, and chatted a bit with him about the trip ahead.“So,” he said to me, as

we crossed the Horcones River on the first trekking day. We were walking, incidentally, on a

suspension bridge that was built for the Brad Pitt movie “Seven Years in Tibet.” Weird.“Have

you done your homework on the mountain?” he said. Homework? Shit. No, I hadn’t. He could

tell and was horrified. I could almost hear his disdain simmering.“Well, it’s a mountain that’ll

fookin kill ya if ya decide to fook around,” he said, working his trekking poles. It occurred to me

that simply being American might count as fookin around in some people’s book. I thought

about it. No, I wasn’t there to fook around. I was there to do my best, listen to my guides, and

have some fun.
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Sandy MacLeod, “A delightful addition to mountaineering memoirs. I am one of those armchair

mountaineers. I mount my favorite comfy chair and read about the succesful, or unsuccessful

adventures of real cliimbers. That said, I loved this book! It gave me a practical account of what

it takes to successfully summit Aconconcagua and an entertaining read to boot. The author is a

very good writer (thank you!) With a knack for telling a story,. He also has a wicked sense of

humor. I don't remember ever laughing my way through a climbing book. One reason I'll never

be a real climber is that I suffered from altitude sickness on a puny 9500-foot mountain and

never wish to repeat that horror. The author fell victim to that as well; he named his Phil. He

and Phil both submitted, a real achievement in my book.If you like a good read--funny and

informative--I highly recommend this book, even if you never feel the urge to climb. If you are a

real climber, you can get some good info about Acincogua and some good chuckles as well.

Enjoy!”

Dan, “Phil might be a nice guy, but the read was nicer..... I picked this up on the

recommendation of a friend and was glad that I did. I felt a kinship with the authors sense of

wit, determination, mental focus, and respect for the mountain. I found it useful to buck tradition

and read the appendix prior to the main text as this gave me a bit more of an understanding as



to what thought goes into gear prep and selection.I found the personal "man"-ecdotes to be

quite amusing, namely the potty humor. The author did a great job describing the physical toll

paid on the mountain and the disdain between the author and one of the secondary

antagonists Phil, if that is even his name, was palpable. It would have been interesting to have

gained Phil's perspective on the adventure.The author's guide enables a mountaineering

neophyte such as myself gain a healthy dose of respect for the physical and physiologic

demands faced when tackling such a feat. As such, I will be able to continue in my endeavor to

live vicariously through others and never attempt mountaineering. EVER.”

Andrey Revyakin aka Dr Dodgy, “Good one. The mountaineering field needs more books of

this type. The book can be read in a one sitting, and it gets the message across quite well in

terms of what to expect on the mountain. I am definitely getting a copy or two for my friends.

Sometimes the author gets carried away a bit too far to my liking into his humorous off-topic

excursions. Also, I got a feeling that he got exhausted by the time he got to chapter on the

summit day (from the humor or from the altitude) and wrapped it up somewhat hastily.”

RES Jr, “Entertaining and informative. As a guy contemplating a trip to Aconcagua, this was

exactly what I was looking for. Unvarnished truth, not a website’s glowing description...and

hilariously funny to boot. If you are thinking of climbing Aconcagua, you owe it to yourself to

read this first.”

Tarheel, “the Alan character is amazing - I bet he is one awesome dude. Enjoyable read with a

unique brand of humor. Aconcagua however is no joke.Hodgson's will-power and determination

to summit (or mount) are commendable. An inspiration to all.Btw, the Alan character is

amazing - I bet he is one awesome dude!”

jayjay07973, “A hilarious guide to climbing Aconcagua. If you're thinking of climbing

Aconcagua, this is a 'must read' account of the trials and tribulations of the climb. Hilarious,

informative and plain crude when he needs to be, Jim Hodgson bursts the romantic and

spiritual bubble of mountain climbing with his slightly warped take on life at altitude. Meet 'Phil',

his ever present altitude headache, and read about how to poo in a bag and how cold it can

get. OK, so he doesn't go into any detail on the other routes on the mountain but his is a far

more enjoyable read than the other proper guide books, which are just plain dull! Nice one Jim!

I look forward to reading of more of your exploits.”

Mr. Jolan Pedersen, “Funny & informative. A funny read and great accompaniment to the

Cicerone guide.”

delmondo, “You get the idea of what the mountain will be like which is good as next year 2018

its mine. I thought it was a well written book, You get the idea of what the mountain will be like

which is good as next year 2018 its mine...”

Ebook Tops Reader, “quick read. it's a short but sweet read, I enjoyed Jim's humor,it brought

me back to kilimanjaro a lot of hes stories off going to the toilet on the mountain.for the price I

think it's well worth purchasing”

Scott L, “Aconcagua via the humorous route!. A funny and entertaining climb.”
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